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Important notice 

This presentation sets out information in relation to the agreed acquisition of the Origin Energy Network by Australian Pipeline Limited as responsible 
entity for Australian Pipeline Trust and APT Investment Trust (together known as APA)  from the Origin Energy Limited (Origin).

This presentation does not comprise a prospectus or any other form of disclosure document, nor an offer of or an invitation to subscribe for any 
securities of APA in any jurisdiction.  APA believes that the information in the presentation is reliable, as at the date hereof, but, to the fullest extent 
permitted by law, does not warrant its accuracy or completeness.

Information in this presentation is based on a Sale and Purchase Agreements dated 4 April 2007(“Acquisition Agreements”). The information in this 
presentation is prepared on the assumption that all conditions contained in the Acquisition Agreements will be satisfied.
Information in this presentation in relation to Origin  has been prepared by APA using information provided by Origin. While due diligence has been 
conducted in relation to some of this information, the warranties that have been provided by Origin in relation to such information in the Acquisition 
Agreements are limited. Accordingly, APA does not, to the fullest extent permitted by law, warrant as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained in the presentation in relation to Origin. In preparing this presentation, APA has also relied upon and assumed, again without 
independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.  The information on the Acquisition 
contained in this presentation should not be considered to be comprehensive or to comprise all material information 
in relation to APA or the Acquisition.

The pro forma information contained in this presentation is intended for informational purposes only, and does not purport to be indicative of the 
results that actually would have been obtained or the financial position that actually would have existed during and for the periods presented, and is 
not necessarily indicative of APA’s operating results or financial position to be expected in future periods.

This presentation may contain statements in the nature of forward looking statements (such as opinions, forecasts and estimates) including in relation 
to the financial performance of APA, the size, nature and characteristics of the markets which APA services, and the financial impacts of the 
Acquisition. Those statements are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual results and outcomes may differ 
materially from those predicted or implied by any forward looking statements for a range of reasons outside the control of APA. Future results are 
impossible to predict. Forward looking statements in this presentation constitute APA’s judgment and are subject to change without notice. 
Accordingly, to the greatest extent legally possible no representation or warranty is given by APA in relation to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment 
of those forward looking statements. 

This presentation does not take into account the financial situations and particular needs of any person to whom it is addressed. It does not amount to 
advice or any recommendation in relation to APA, or in relation to the Acquisition generally. Investors should consult their legal, tax, financial or other 
advisers in connection with any acquisition of APA units and in their consideration of the Acquisition.  

This presentation contains information in relation to a number of contracts with third parties. No such third party has agreed to assume any liability or 
responsibility in relation to the information provided in this presentation with respect to those contracts.
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Overview

Price of $556.5m plus $15.4m transaction costs (inc. stamp duty)

Increases cash available for distribution and investment from day 1

Completion targeted for July

− No material financial impact on FY07 financials

Strategic acquisitions in APA’s core business of energy delivery - all 
businesses are gas focused and significantly enhance APA’s internal 
operations capability

Strengthens and diversifies APA’s presence across Australia

Long term predictable cash flow with growth potential

Assets under operation are over $8 billion
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Business Model

“APA delivers because it has a lean, low-cost business model which maximises returns 
for securityholders”

• SEA Gas
• Envestra/OEAM

• Envestra/OEAM • NGV
• Cogeneration
• CAMS
• S & I Group

Operations & maintenance 
expenditure established 
on a commercial, robust 
basis

The only fees paid relate 
to the operational and 
direct management of 
the assets

APA Group 
Securities
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Assets Acquired and Pricing

Asset acquired Interest Purchase price Multiple

SEA Gas pipeline 33.3% stake $133.2m 14.5x EBITDA (FY07) 1

Envestra securities 17.2% stake $170.4m $1.20 per security2

OEAM & other 
businesses

100% 
ownership $252.9m 13.1x EBITDA (FY07) 1

Total $556.5m

Notes:

1. Based on APA’s forecast of EBITDA

2. A  discount to the 1 and 3 month VWAP, 4.4% discount to close price on 3 April 2007

Total acquisition price $556.5 m plus $15.4 m of transaction costs (inc. 
stamp duty)
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Strategic Rationale 

Assets provide long-term stable revenue which will increase cash available 
for distribution and further investment

Significantly expands APA’s footprint and provides growth opportunities, 
including the development of the east Australian gas transmission grid

Further enhances APA’s internal operational capabilities which increases 
organic growth opportunities

Enhances APA’s ability to deliver gas to all mainland population centres
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SEA Gas

Asset overview

114 PJ p.a. capacity, 680 km 
pipeline linking Victorian gas fields 
to South Australia

Two compressor stations and readily 
expandable

APA transmission systems now 
access all major population centres

Commissioned January 2004 and 
fully contracted
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SEA Gas

Asset overview  (cont’d)

Subject to rights for existing owners.  Upon acquisition APA will have pre-
emptive rights over the remaining two-thirds.

Strategic rationale

Opportunity to develop east Australia gas grid

Bolts on to APA’s core transmission business

Leverages off APA existing operating capability
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OEAM
Asset overview

Major national gas infrastructure 
service provider:

19,100 km of gas distribution 
networks

1,029 km of gas transmission 
pipelines

Provides asset management and 
operations for Envestra

Attractive stable cash flows based on 
long term contracts on low risk 
assets

Envestra O&M contract (c. 90% of 
OEAM revenues) based on cost 
recovery and 3% of Envestra’s
network revenue plus incentive fees
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OEAM

Asset overview cont’d

Employs 500 staff and approximately 700 contractors

Subject to consents for assignment of contracts

Natural gas vehicles, cogeneration, two laterals
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OEAM

Strategic rationale

Continues strategy of increasing internal operating capability. 

Good fit with APA’s existing business and complements APA’s skill base and 
technical capability, O&M capability now in all mainland states and territories

Primarily operates under long term contracts

Continues APA’s strategy of acquiring internally operated businesses

Increases opportunities of generating additional non-regulated revenues 
across APA

These resources will drive greenfield and brownfield developments in all 
states
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Envestra

Asset overview

One of Australia’s largest natural gas 
distributor

Primary assets comprise:

− 19,100km of natural gas distribution 
networks

− 1,029km of natural gas transmission 
pipelines

Serves more than 980,000 
consumers in all eastern and central 
Australian states 

Over 95% of revenue is regulated

Operated by OEAM
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Envestra

Strategic rationale

Establishes APA as cornerstone investor and largest shareholder

OEAM operates all Envestra assets

Opportunity for board representation

Diversification of assets by type and location

Together with OEAM, fits APA’s business model of owning and operating 
its assets.
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Integration Process

Detailed integration plan being developed

A detailed communication strategy to cover both the new APA staff from 
OEAM and APA’s existing staff

Developing and issuing offers of employment to all OEAM staff

Integration of new staff into APA’s organisational structure

Roll out of key policies and procedures

Ensuring a continued strong emphasis on maintaining a safe working 
environment and ensuring the safe and reliable delivery of gas

Operations and administration savings were not included in valuation
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Summary financials – Origin Energy Networks

The acquisition provides incremental cash flow available for distribution 
and investment

$m 2008F

Operating cash flow 43.8

Tax on operating cash flow (9.3)

Capex -

Post tax interest (29.1)

Cashflow available for distribution 5.5
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Distribution growing by inflation OEAM + Envestra SEA Gas

No impact on FY07 results or guidance

Free cash flow accretive from year 1

Additional cash will allow APA to focus on increasing distributions at least 
in line with CPI and fund growth opportunities

Impact on APA

Additional cashflow available for 
distribution from acquisition
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Funding

Funded from committed bridge facilities

Gearing, following transaction, within existing debt covenants

Bridge facilities will be refinanced as part of the current syndication 
process

Impact on APA (cont’d)
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2020

Conclusion

Good fit and fair price

Strong free cash flow generation 

Growth opportunities across the Australian supply chain

Fits with APA core and complementary strategy

− Provides opportunities to further develop core business and enhances ability to 
transmit gas around eastern Australia gas grid

− Substantially builds on strategy of strong internal operating capability

− Increases opportunities of generating additional non-regulated revenues across 
APA

− Bolt-on to existing integration processes 



www.pipelinetrust.com.au

We Deliver 
Energy
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Accounting Treatment

Asset acquired Interest Accounting treatment

SEA Gas pipeline 33.3% stake Equity accounted

Envestra securities 17.2% stake Distributions treated as income from 
associates

OEAM & other 
businesses1 100% ownership Consolidated
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OEAM complements APA’s existing skill base

OEAM

Capability Qld NSW Vic SA WA Tas NT

APA  / APA  /APA  /APA  /APA  /APA  /APA  / OEAM OEAM OEAM OEAM OEAM OEAM OEAM

Asset management

Engineering

Commercial

Regulatory

IT

Asset development

Operations


